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ABSTRACT

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Cloud computing has become a part of everyone’s life now.
So researchers have immense interest in cloud performance
and security. For security and to provide single system image
so that user gets an illusion that everything is stored at his
own system cloud uses concept of virtualization. For that
different virtual machines (VMs) runs on same or different
servers. These VMs can be migrated from one server to
another. VM migration and power consumption on cloud has
been a trending area of research. In this paper a survey in
done on VM migration techniques with keeping power
consumption in mind. So in this paper green algorithm for
VM migration are discussed.

In [1] An admission control and scheduling mechanism
proposes which not only maximizes the resource utilization
and profit, but also ensures that the QoS requirements of users
are met as specified in SLAs.Mixed Workload Aware Policy
(MWAP) is implemented to consider the workload of
different types of application such transactional and noninteractive batch jobs.The proposed mechanism provides
substantial improvement over static server consolidation and
reduces SLA violations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing refers to delivery of computing resources
online. Cloud is nothing but collection of computing resources
which consist of processors and storage resources. Cloud
computing provides many special features as compared to
traditional computing methods. Cloud services allow
individuals and businesses to use software and hardware that
are managed by third parties at remote locations. Examples of
cloud services include online file storage, social networking
sites, webmail, and online business applications. The cloud
computing model allows access to information and computer
resources from anywhere that a network connection is
available. Cloud computing provides a shared pool of
resources, including data storage space, networks, computer
processing power, and specialized corporate and user
applications.
The characteristics of cloud computing include on-demand
self service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid
elasticity and measured service. On-demand self service
means that customers (usually organizations) can request and
manage their own computing resources. Broad network access
allows services to be offered over the Internet or private
networks. Pooled resources means that customers draw from a
pool of computing resources, usually in remote data centres.
Services can be scaled larger or smaller; and use of a service
is measured and customers are billed accordingly.
The cloud computing service models are Software as a
Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). In a Software as a Service
model, a pre-made application, along with any required
software, operating system, hardware, and network are
provided. In PaaS, an operating system, hardware, and
network are provided, and the customer installs or develops its
own software and applications. The IaaS model provides just
the hardware and network; the customer installs or develops
its own operating systems, software and applications.

In [2] In this paper VM consolidation problem which is a NP
Hard problem is solved by applying metaheuristic algorithm
ACO. The objective is to lower down the energy consumption
of the overall algorithm. And the algorithm also reduces VM
migrations.
In [3] A novel allocation and selection policy for the dynamic
virtual machine (VM) consolidation in virtualized data centers
to reduce energy consumption and SLA violation. Firstly, it
detect overloading hosts in virtual environments and then
apply a method to select VMs from those overloading hosts
for migration.VM Provisioning Method to Improve the Profit
and SLA Violation of Cloud Service Providers.
In [4] proposed an Threshold based algorithm for VM
provisioning among multiple service providers that reduces
SLA Violation. It uses two threshold values and two type of
VMs (on-demand and reserved),These threshold values will
be decided by the cloud federation depending on the
environmental conditions like current workload, idle capacity
of each cloud provider, etc.
In [5] a power friendly algorithm is proposed. This paper
compared live and non live VM migration in terms of power
consumption.

3. CLOUD ARCHITECTURE
Cloud architecture consist of following elements :


Cloudlet.



Broker.



Cloud information service (CIS).



Datacenter.

Cloudlet
Job that are submitted on cloud are termed as cloudlet.
Cloudlet has fixed capacity which is measured in terms of
million instructions per second (MIPS).
Broker
Broker is the agent which is responsible for submitting
cloudlet on cloud. It request for resources from CIS and
interacts with datacenter.
Cloud information service (CIS)
CIS is responsible for allocating resources to cloudlet. It
creates VM for handling cloudlet. These VM are also of fixed
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capacity which is measured in terms of MIPS. VM migration
from one server to another is also handled by CIS.
Datacenter
It is the component of cloud architecture which stores all the
data. It consists of several storage elements. And it interacts
with CIS and broker.
Fault based VM Migration
In this technique whenever any physical machine fails or fault
occurs in PM all its VM are migrated to another PM.

4. CONCLUSION
In Cloud task that are termed as cloudlet; are executed over
Virtual machines (VM) running on servers. Direct access to
server is not given for security reasons. So These VMs runs
on servers which act as host to user as they provide services.
VM Migration
When this VM is moved from one host to other host
depending on some criteria is called VM Migration.

VM Migration techniques
Following are the VM Migration techniques :


Energy based VM migration.



Load based VM migration.



Fault based VM Migration.

Energy based VM migration
In this migration technique those Physical machines (PM)
which are underloaded. VMs from those machines are
migrated to another PM.

In this paper different VM migration techniques are studied
and compared with each other. So it is concluded that energy
based VM migration results in power efficient algorithm and
comes under green algorithm. Load Based VM migration is to
balance load among PMs.
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